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ABSTRACT
Mirrors for Monsters is a body of work created by Alejandro Watson in partial fulfillment of the
requirements for earning a Master of Fine Arts in Entrepreneurial Digital Cinema from the
University of Central Florida. The body of work consists of a feature length documentary, MHD,
several installations (Self-Acknowledgement/Self-Acceptance, Garden of Bodies, Why Am I Like
This?, Not My Thoughts), several short video pieces (In A Dream I Saw A Way to Survive and I
Was Full of Joy, Car Ride (Baker Act Version), My Lunch With Andy, Prompts) and an art book,
It’s All Good. The body experiments with how best to illustrate the author’s various intersecting
identities, as well as the experiences of other underrepresented groups. The works that
comprise the body focus on different aspects of mental health, body image, and gender
through the media of film, installation, and book art.
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INTRODUCTION
Filmmaker’s Statement
Over the course of my MFA journey I developed into an artist who employs many
different modes and mediums to do that which has always been the goal of my work, creating
nuanced representations of underrepresented minorities. This doesn’t just mean creation, and
inclusion, of these types of characters, but the attempt to illustrate lived experiences as well.
Before being exposed to experimental film and studio art, I believed the only way to do this was
through the creation of narrative feature film. My work, and I, ended up undergoing drastic
changes though. First, I gravitated towards working with the only two experimental filmmakers
in the film program, both of whom have had a lasting effect on me and my work. Second, for
part of our program I was mixed in with MFA candidates in the Studio Art track, so I also took
classes with studio art teachers who taught me as if I were a studio art candidate. This
combination of working with the only two experimental filmmakers in the film program and the
studio art education really opened up the world for me. My experimentation started, and now
my body of work consists of more pieces that get to the root of what I was trying to explore.
Until the first quarter of 2020, most of my energy went towards the creation of a
feature-length film. I completed “MHD” and much other work in the background. I was working
furiously on video work, and installations, as well as non-film art. I participated in the Studio Art
critiques during school in order to gain more professional experience in the world of art
critiques, and I participated in exhibitions outside of school. Working on a larger scale narrative
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project is wonderful, but it is also long and arduous. I started to become dissatisfied because I
had this strong need to create as much as possible that wasn’t being satisfied. What I learned
from these experimental and studio artists though, was that I could just make things on my own
as well. I didn’t need to go the route of renting equipment and hiring crew, I could just make. I
tried so many different things and I feel that because of this quicker turnaround of my
experimental and smaller-scale work I have developed so much faster than I would by just
having only worked on the feature film. I learned what worked and what didn’t, as well as how
best to convey my ideas, and how to talk about my work as well. For example it was where I
learned that though I lean towards, and love, working in film and video more than anything
else, sometimes I need to adapt and change to best represent the ideas I was working with as I
did with the 60-page book art piece entitled “It’s All Good”.
Originally, I considered this work “secondary” to my feature, when in reality it has been
as important as my feature was the entire time. It started me down a path which I will follow as
far as I can as I continue to learn and create. MHD has shown internationally twice, and it won
the award for Best Documentary at the Obskuur Ghent Film Festival. Realizing that this work
was also important, realizing that it wasn’t just “work on the side”, gave me the confidence to
pursue this more open approach to film, and art, as my primary mode of operation. Instead of
thinking that everything had to fit into one specific box, this new approach allows me to
present my ideas using the methods that work best for them.
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The Body of Work
Self-Acknowledgement/Self-Acceptance

Figure 1: Still from SELF-ACKNOWLEDGMENT/SELF-ACCEPTANCE (created by Author)

This is a single-channel installation that consists of a CRT television on top of a side-table
both of which are adorned with fake ivy and fake flowers. On the screen a video is playing that
consists of several shots of myself in different locations naked and curled in a ball.
This project was created as a way of forcing myself to accept my own body, to be
at peace with my own image, and to also maybe provide an image that others who look like me
could find strength in. By filming my naked body and then placing it on display, as part of an
installation, my body becomes a piece of an art object that I can distance myself from. For me,
and hopefully for others, it is easier to love an art object.
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Garden of Bodies

Figure 2: Still of the three-screen iteration of Garden of Bodies (created by Author)

A multiple-channel installation (infinitely scalable, though previous versions have been 3
channels) that features videos of queer/transgender individuals in repose in various locations.
Each individual video lasts 60 seconds and features a separate person in a different
environment. The videos are then played on some arrangement of screens (any arrangement in
possible, though previous versions have arranged the screens in a line). The screens in the past
have been decorated with fake flowers and set atop sections of logs. The purpose of this
project was to really serve as an extension of the previous one, “Self-Acknowledgement/SelfAcceptance”, while also referencing Nam June Paik’s “TV Garden”.
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I really wanted this project to serve as an objective piece, akin to a plant identification
glossary. I conceived of the piece as a project to collect and display a large spectrum of what
queer and trans people look like so that others could find themselves in these images.
The reason for the fake flowers, and similar adornments, is to reinforce the idea that
these bodies are all natural and beautiful, just as any flower is. Like flowers, these bodies have
bruises and blemishes and scars, some are larger, and some are smaller, but those are just
factual details as opposed to flaws. Each person is even posed the same way because I wanted
everyone to perform as little as possible, again reinforcing this idea of a factual, objective,
representation of these bodies.
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Not My Thoughts

Figure 3: Still from Not My Thoughts (created by Author)

A three-channel installation featuring two “fake” versions of myself trying to convince
my “real” self to do horrible things. In the center channel is a video that serves a sort-of livefeed, my “real” self’s view into the world. The two videos flanking it feature my “fake” selves,
sitting down in a void space, goading the “real me”. This is meant to recreate what it’s like to
experience “intrusive thoughts” The videos are played on screens, arranged in a semi-circle,
and set at eye-level. The volume is then set relatively low. The purpose of this is to force the
viewer to have to literally inhabit the head space of someone who experiences these sorts of
distressing thoughts.
This was a project, part of a group of projects that I have made since, meant to create
tangible illustrations of things experienced by people with various forms of mental illness. I
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have found that a lot of experiences, like this one, are hard for people to truly wrap their heads
around without really having gone through them. This was one of the only ways I thought I
could get people comfortably close to this experience.
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Why am I like this?

Figure 4: Still from the seven-screen iteration of Why am I Like This? (created by Author)

A multi-channel installation (infinitely scalable, though previous versions included 7
screens) involving multiple screens stacked on top of each other. Each screen would display a
different video that explores an aspect of mental illness. Previous videos have included:
•

A simulated text conversation where a person is reaching out for help, but no one is

responding.
•

Several glitch videos that glitch short clips from media into “real video” simulating hyper

fixation on images and phrases and how they distort in the head.
•

Version 1.0 of MHD, a mental health diary made after running out of medication.

•

A screen splash that features the phrase “Why Am I Like This?”.
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I wanted this to be a project that truly overwhelmed. A cacophony of images and sounds
and flashing. It is meant to be an ordeal in the way that living with a mental illness is an ordeal. I
also really wanted to cover many different aspects and experiences of mental illness. With my
previous project, “Not My Thoughts”, I focused on one specific experience, but with this project
I wanted to cover as many as I had resources to illustrate at once. In its ideal execution it would
be a wall of monitors, a command station of screens all illustrating different experiences.
This is another project that takes inspiration from Nam June Paik and his large CRT
sculptures, specifically Electronic Superhighway. I always found it to be a truly overwhelming
experience to take in, and I very much wanted to create that experience for other people with
my own piece.
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MHD

Figure 5: Still from MHD (created by Author)

A mental health diary covering a month-long period in the summer of 2019. It
documents my experiences as I fall off my medication regimen, eventually pick up my
medication again, and finally start taking it. It features a combination of direct addresses to the
camera, and video clips of whatever it was that I was doing/experiencing each day.
MHD was the piece that prompted me to develop my Cellphone Cinema approach. I
wanted to capture my experiences in the moment, I wanted to catch them as unfiltered as
possible, and in order to do that they had to really be captured as they were being experienced.
What this led to is a film that is very much a diary from open to close.
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Prompts

Figure 6: Still from PROMPTS (created by Author)

A project made of 30 videos devoid of my baggage. It was serves two purposes: a
conversation, and a palate cleanser. This was made at a time of intense personal turmoil, and
after having given a lot emotionally for the making of “MHD” so it was meant to be a challenge
to make something without pulling from my usual personal sources. At the time I was also
interested in the Fluxus movement, and the concept of even scores, and wanted to do
something similar without using those exact scores themselves. This all manifested as me
making 30, simple, one-minute videos responding to 30 one-word prompts.
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It’s All Good

Figure 7: Page 12 – 13 of It’s All Good (created by Author)

Figure 8: Page 32 – 33 of It’s All Good (created by Author)
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Figure 9 Page 66 – 67 of It’s All Good (created by Author)

A self-portrait in book form. Hand-bound. Each spread of the book contains a small
fragment of me, from pictures, to poetry, to music lyrics, and horoscopes.
This was made as a way to explore a new form, as well as to explore portraiture in that
form. I wanted to make a self portrait that was more than just a single image. To do so I began
exploring myself deeply, exploring the concepts, thoughts, and memories that made me up.
That is what this book is. It explores mental health, childhood hurt, gender and sexuality, as
well as my elf-image.
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My Lunch with Andy

Figure 10: Still from My Lunch with Andy (created by Author)

A recreation of Andy Warhol Eating a Hamburger from 66 Scenes from America by
Jorgen Leth. The piece aims to mirror the original as closely as possible without being an exact
recreation. The size of the frame, the composition, the style of dress, and the movements of
the subject are almost identical. It raises questions about who gets to eat on camera and call it
art, about what it means to be fat and be observed eating “unhealthily”.
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Car Ride (Baker Act Version)

Figure 11: Still from Car Ride (Baker Act Version) (created by Author)

A video in which I recount a past experience of going on a car ride. On top of the main
audio track, which talks about depression and suicide, there is a “badly” done voice over that is
meant to conceal depressive ideas. The name is in refence to the Baker Act in Florida that can
be used to summon the police to admit you into an inpatient mental health center without your
consent for expressing any thoughts of wanting to hurt yourself.
Initially, while making this piece, I had absolutely no idea which way to go. I knew the
feeling that I wanted to evoke, I knew that I wanted to attempt a piece that was extremely dark
and sad, while also being a bit cheeky.
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In a Dream I Saw a Way to Survive and Was Full of Joy

Figure 12: Still from In a Dream I Saw a Way to Survive and Was Full of Joy (created by Author)

A video recounting a dream about a conversation with an angel, played by me, talking
about my ideal future. It consists of me walking through the Florida wilds, in a black, handmade dress.
The video serves as a conversation with myself, about a future that I want to create for
myself. This is why I play the angel that I speak to in the dream, and this is also why I made a
dress seen in the video. It’s about acknowledging the path that I want to take in life.
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CHAPTER ONE: EVIDENCE OF AESTHETIC LITERACY
Several major themes, such as mirrors and representation, hypervulnerability, and
conversation with artists/movements, drive my work. I am also constantly looking for concepts
from different artists to work with and play off of, because of this, my screening list includes
the work of many different artists. For the purposes of this document I’m focusing on Nam June
Paik, Chantal Ackerman, and Cheryl Dunye because they have influenced my whole approach to
filmmaking, and this work, more than anyone else.
Mirrors
My work all pushes towards the same goal, all driven by one quote. This is from an
interview with the author Junot Diaz:
You guys know about vampires? You know, vampires have no reflections in a mirror?
There's this idea that monsters don't have reflections in a mirror. And what I've always
thought isn't that monsters don't have reflections in a mirror. It's that if you want to
make a human being into a monster, deny them, at the cultural level, any reflection of
themselves. And growing up, I felt like a monster in some ways. I didn't see myself
reflected at all. I was like, “Yo, is something wrong with me? That the whole society
seems to think that people like me don't exist?” And part of what inspired me, was this
deep desire that before I died, I would make a couple of mirrors. That I would make
some mirrors so that kids like me might seem themselves reflected back and might not
feel so monstrous for it. (Donohue)
This quote, ever since I read it years ago, has affected me so deeply. It is at the root of every
single thing that I make. Regardless of whether I am making a narrative piece, a documentary
piece, or an experimental piece, the driving force behind it is the creation of a mirror. From
Self-Acknowledgement/Self-Acceptance all the way through In a Dream I Saw a Way to Survive
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and Was Full of Joy each one of those pieces, in some way, works to reflect, to represent, to
illustrate my very specific lived experiences.
For the majority of my life I have not seen representations of myself on screen and in
media, at least not representations that make me feel seen. A lot of times they are surface
level, devoid of any nuance, and sometimes they are even grotesque misrepresentations of
some of the identities that I claim. I am Black, Transgender, Queer, Mentally Ill, Fat, the list goes
on. I make mirrors so that others like me might feel just a little less monstrous. Monstrous like I
feel and have felt.
I didn’t want these mirrors to just be hollow representations. It was of paramount
importance, that if I was going to be spending the time to craft these mirrors, they be
authentic, and speak to real experiences as opposed to imagined ones, concocted by folks who
are far removed from them. This led me to, most of the time, using myself and my own
experiences, in the hopes that others may find their way to my films and finally see a reflection,
and not just a glib facsimile, but a true reflection.
To be more specific, I would say that the “crafting” of mirrors happens in two stages in
my process. It happens first at the conception phase, then at the execution phase, of an idea. At
the conception phase the mirror is for me. I am acknowledging something that I have
experienced, something I see in myself that I may not have seen represented before and would
like to. With a piece like “Not My Thoughts”, about the experience of/with intrusive thoughts, I
realized that I had never seen this represented in a way that felt accurate, and respectful. I
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knew what this experience looked and felt like. In creating that image in my head, I
acknowledged the experience, giving it more tangibility. This is what I consider the first part of
making the mirror. When I then work on the execution of the piece is when the mirror now
becomes one for other people. This is because I am now using my understanding of my own
experience to create a representation, illustration, or mirror that others may catch glimpses of
themselves in. This is also a big reason why I use myself so much in my work, I know people
who look like me, and identify the way I do, don’t really see themselves represented. I know
that just by making myself visible I am creating reflections.
Hypervulnerability
Another aspect of my work is what I refer to as “hypervulnerability”. This is a form of
sharing personal content that requires the artist to lay things absolutely bare, it requires the
artist to put absolute trust in the viewers. When I share my experiences with mental illness, or
about my body image issues, or about my relationship with gender and sexuality, I am trusting
that the people who consume my work will take that vulnerability and embrace it, either as a
way of connecting with me, or as a way of learning about themselves and people around them.
In trying to understand where this use of hypervulnerability stemmed from, I had to
look back at my work. It first showed up in my first feature-length documentary Are the Kids
Alright? (2015). It is a documentary about identity and personal history that involved close
friends talking to me about things that they hadn’t talked to anyone about before. My friends
shared about their relationships with their parents, their personal traumas, love, and about
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their evolving sexualities and relationships with their gender, as well as so much more. This
experience was a powerful one for me because of how much trust my friends put in me to treat
their personal stories with respect. The effect that this vulnerability had on the people who
watched my film also deeply affected me. I believe it was then that I put together that
vulnerability is a wonderful tool to grab people’s attention and to get them to listen to what it is
you’re trying to communicate.
Conversations
In my work I am always having conversations. Conversations with ideas and concepts,
with movements, or even with specific artists. This is most evident in two of my pieces: MHD,
which is a conversation with the filmmaker Caveh Zahedi and his diaristic style of documentary,
as well as my most recent video In a Dream I Saw a Way to Survive and Was Full of Joy, which is
a conversation with Martine Syms and her Mundane Afrofuturist Manifesto.
MHD drew very heavily on an influence that affected me very deeply a very long time
ago, but that I had almost completely forgotten about, I Am A Sex Addict by Caveh Zahedi.
What really affected me about the film is the frankness with which the filmmaker spoke of his
life, of his addictions, the candor with which he shared. This illustration of what his addiction
was like through his use of addressing camera and the audience, and the directness of the
content he shared really opened up a lot for me in terms of what was possible, and appropriate
even, within documentary filmmaking. Zahedi lays it bare from the very beginning. The first
thing he says in I Am A Sex Addict is this:
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Hi, my name is Caveh, and I’m about to be married. This isn’t my first time; I’ve actually
been married twice before. But I’m pretty sure it’s gonna be the last time. How can I
know that for sure? I can’t obviously. My last two marriages fell apart because I used to
have this sex addiction problem, and I don’t really have that anymore. Well at least not
in the way I used to. (Zahedi)
Similarly, I begin MHD by saying the following:
It’s 2:45 am, June 27th, 2019. I don’t know the last time I took my depression
medication, and I’ve wanted to kill myself for, like, a week and a half—two weeks now.
It’s starting to get pretty bad. It’s starting to get pretty bad. Almost to the point where
it’s all that I’m thinking about. I haven’t really told anybody. (Watson, MHD)
It seems that my work has been conversing with Mr. Zahedi’s piece for as long as I’ve been a
filmmaker, with MHD being the most direct line of communication.
In a Dream I Saw a Way to Survive and Was Full of Joy is meant as a conversation with
the concept of “Mundane Afrofuturism” specifically the Mundane Afrofuturist’s Manifesto by
the artist Martine Syms. During the summer I participated in a writing workshop meant to get
the participants thinking about Queer Afrofuturism, and what the future would, and could, look
like for LGBTQ+ black people. We were given a prompt and then encouraged to share our
writing. The prompt essentially boiled down to “What is the future you see for yourself?”
Initially I wanted to go into the far future, writing about worlds untouched by racism and
colonialism. This initial reaction was mostly driven by the events of the summer of 2020, mostly
the continued, extra judicious murders of black people by police and the subsequent protests
calling for justice. In Syms’ manifesto she writes “The most likely future is one in which we only
have ourselves and this planet.” (Syms) and she is right. I wanted to think deeply about this,
and I wanted to make this piece because the future I speak of is possible and attainable. This
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piece is for me. I framed this as a dream, and I play the angel because this is meant to be a talk
with myself. The entire exchange is one where my idealized form is pushing me to imagine a
brighter future. When, in the film, I finally divulge my desires for the future I say:
“I imagine myself as a mother.” I say. “A co-mother, rather. Living in an apartment
complex that I got together and bought with some of my close friends. I imagine myself
having medically transitioned. I imagine myself continuing to learn and to develop my
artistic practice that continues to constantly create mirrors for those people who do not
see themselves.” (Watson, In a Dream I Saw a Way to Survive and Was Full of Joy )
It is meant as a form of self-acceptance and self-acknowledgement of, not just who I am, but
who I want to be, and the future I need to work towards. As such the setting for the video was
the lush, Florida wild. In every shot I am surrounded by green, by growth. I am black,
transgender, queer, and mentally ill, among many other things and, as I note in this paper, it’s
rare that I see myself. I wanted to reaffirm to myself that I am here, that I exist, and that my
vision for the future is one that is possible and positive.
Influences
Nam-June Paik widely considered the “Father of Video Art”, has two pieces on display at
the National Portrait Gallery in Washington, D.C., where I grew up: “Electronic Superhighway”
and “Megatron/Matrix”. I have so many memories of visiting the gallery as a child and seeing
these wonderfully large pieces, made of thick CRT televisions, with bright and flashing colors.
When it came time to produce something in a studio art setting, that’s where my mind went
first, to Paik and his CRTs. As I began to actually use them though it became apparent that there
was so much more to using these devices than just a chunky screen. CRT televisions are truly
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objects. They have an inherent materiality that a projected image or a flat screen just doesn’t
possess because those technologies are specifically designed to take up less space, to be less
noticeable. In my work I began to think of these CRTs as more than just screens, but as tangible
objects that deserved the same thought and care as the images displayed on them. My new
way of using CRTs was to have them engulf the viewer. Sometimes metaphorically, and
sometimes literally. In one iteration of Garden of Bodies, I drew from nostalgic ideas of where
and how a CRT would be on display in a home, placing it in front of a carpet that you had to sit
on to view the screens. With Why Am I Like This? I stacked 7 different-sized screens all
together, all of which had different videos on them, as a way to visually overwhelm the viewer.
With Not My Thoughts, I arranged 3 screens in a sort of horizontal arc at eye level and made
the volume very low, forcing the viewer to literally inhabit the space being illustrated by the
screens. Ultimately my use of these CRTs has served as a way for me to create more tangible
representations of my ideas. The use of these large and unwieldy art objects reinforces many of
the concepts that I am working with. My mirrors become solid and my vulnerability more
tangible because instead of just seeing a flat image of my naked form as a part of Garden of
Bodies, I instead use these objects that takes up space, they become a representation that can
be viewed from all angles.
Another influence has been filmmaker Chantal Ackerman. Ackerman, who usually
serves as her own cinematographer, has a tendency towards using very long and uninterrupted
shots in her films. Her use of duration adds a haunting and calming quality to her
cinematography. This is because of the way the viewer is forced to sit with each image. In
23

experiencing shots that far outlast the average length of shots used in other films the viewer is
forced to consider more than what they are being shown. Examples of this can be seen in her
1983 film Jeanne Dielman, 23 Commerce Quay, 1080 Brussels. This film is full of extremely long
shots, such as an uninterrupted 3 minute and 30 second shot that consists solely of the
eponymous Jeanne Dielman mixing eggs and breadcrumbs into a plate of ground meat in order
to make a meatloaf. While observing this scene the viewer begins to move past the action that
is happening and they start to observe the rest of the frame. The viewer’s eyes bounce from the
squishy meat to Jeanne’s face and expression, they scour every inch of the kitchen she is
standing in. Even then, there is still time left, that is when the viewer starts to not just observe
but become entrenched in the mundanity of Jeanne’s routine, that is when the viewer is living
the experience with her. I started to experiment with long uninterrupted shots in my practice,
as a way to capture specific moments that I was living, almost like bottling experiences. This can
be seen a lot throughout my work but is very evident in parts of MHD, such as a segment at the
beginning of the film that consists of an uninterrupted, 2 minute and 45 second shot of me
staring into the camera, brushing my teeth and washing my face. Though I had started down
the path of using longer shots in my work before, it wasn’t until viewing Ackerman’s work that I
started to do so very intentionally.
A third influence has been Cheryl Dunye, a Black, lesbian filmmaker who has made
several shorts and a feature about her intersectional experience as a Black person, a Woman,
and a Lesbian. Her films are about the discomfort and awkwardness that comes from trying to
exist peacefully while also trying to be true to all of your identities at the same time. This sort of
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thing is evident through the entirety of The Watermelon Woman, a movie in which the main
character tries desperately to navigate her different identities while not neglecting any of them.
This is important to me because seeing her be so unapologetically Black, and Gay in her work
really pushed me to be true to myself as much as possible in my work. Her works like Greetings
from Africa which show her just being a “messy” lesbian, directly influenced pieces like Garden
of Bodies and In a Dream I Saw a Way to Survive and Was Full of Joy that are heavily based on
my image of myself and accepting and affirming myself. She created a mirror for me in the
same way that I am trying to create mirrors for others.
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CHAPTER TWO: EVIDENCE OF PRODUCTION LITERACY
I will talk about my films in different groupings based on my approach. As stated in
other sections of this document, my work is responsive, and I try to adapt my methods based
on the needs of a project and my intended emotional impact. That being the case, a singular
approach does not work for every piece.
Cellphone Cinema
All of my work is personal, and some of it is diaristic, and I have had pieces that required
me to be able to quickly document myself, my feelings, and the things happening around me.
For a while I worked with a few different cameras to try and best reach the level of immediacy
that I was searching for.
Initially I tried working with MiniDV cameras. I have an old Panasonic DVX100 that I have
often worked with that I tried to keep on me, but it was just too large to be stealthy and slip
into a pocket. After the DVX100 I moved on to a small Sony Handycam. It gave me the stealth
that I was looking for, as well as long battery life and long recording times. Unfortunately, the
nature of tape is that it takes time and hardware to be able to transfer, and I needed something
quicker.
I had a, relatively high quality, very mobile, stealthy, internet capable camera in my cell
phone, but it took time to realize this was the perfect tool. I put this method to the greatest use
in MHD. I previously attempted to make MHD in 2018, using my DVX100, and it just didn’t work
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because I couldn’t move or document as quickly as I wanted to. After I had been working with
my cellphone for a bit I attempted the film again using again. What I found was that I didn’t
have to think about the technical aspects of the process at all while creating this piece using my
cellphone. I could properly expose, focus, reframe, and zoom all in a matter of moments,
quicker than any other camera I had used. I was able to capture my feelings almost as they
were being experienced. This really allowed for me to capture my emotions in the rawest state
possible. By creating a situation where there was almost zero time to “pre-process” my feelings
before turning the camera on myself I was able capture myself as unfiltered as possible. I could
also shoot with my cellphone in places that wouldn’t necessarily allow for the use of larger, and
more professional looking cameras. There are many places that I was refused entry when
people saw me with my DVX100, but nobody was going to stop me from entering, or recording
in a grocery store, if I was just using a cellphone.
One Person Crew
In the creation of my work, and the nature of the content of my work, I have found that
it is much easier to work alone. I have only employed a crew one time. During the making of
“Not My Thoughts” I needed a camera person and a sound person. I reached out to two friends
to help with those positions and it turned out to be a mistake. The friends who helped me out
on that were both deeply affected. Both of them, after the shoot, had to take quite a bit of time
to recover from the emotional toll because of the content of the work itself. This was a serious
awakening for me about the cost of hypervulnerability.
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I find the work I make important, and at times I need help making it, but if getting help
means that I will negatively impact my crew, I would rather struggle to make my work alone. I
fully understand that cinema, by its nature, is a medium that is meant for collaboration, one
where many people of different disciplines can get together and create. My methods are purely
for safety reasons, safety in the mental sense. The work I make is not meant to be taken in
before it’s completed. I often, very candidly, speak about my mental health, that includes my
experiences with thoughts of harm. Discussion of those sort of experiences can seriously upset,
and even trigger, people. This is especially true before those subjects have been contextualized
in the finished work. I don’t want to subject my collaborators to that. That is why I’ve worked to
develop a style that lends itself to working alone. Many of my pieces are simple, that is by
design. I don’t believe that my processes need to be complex in order to be effective, the focus
is more on how everything works together.
Always Ready to Go
Similar to my diaristic work, films such as Self-Acknowledgement/Self-Acceptance and
Car Ride (Baker Act Version) are responsive to feelings. It’s work that I feel the need to work on
immediately. The reason for this is that I tend to lose interest, or dismiss, ideas if I spend too
much time thinking about them as opposed to working on them. I try to work with immediacy
so that I can actually produce. In order to best facilitate this, I have a work area set up that is
outfitted with all of the equipment I need to make any project at the ready. I also leave a few of
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my cameras set up, and ready to shoot with, at all times. This is meant to cut down the amount
of time in between the genesis of an idea and its execution.
With Self-Acknowledgement/Self-Acceptance, as well as subsequent self-portrait-based
projects, I have been able to work most effectively when I am able to just pick up the camera
and shoot. When I have to set up and break down all of my equipment before and after
shooting, for me, it creates a significant barrier to the desire to create. I have noticed that when
everything is ready to just go I don’t have the time to poopoo the new idea, or concept, that I
want to explore. This method was most successful with my most recent project, not included in
the body, called 12 Self-Portraits in a Red Jumpsuit. By leaving everything ready, I was able to
be in the moment and enjoy the process of creating that can, at times, be daunting.
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CHAPTER THREE: EVIDENCE OF FINANCIAL LITERACY
Low Budget/No Budget
In the creation of the entire Mirrors for Monsters body of work, I used very little
equipment, and resources. The majority of my resources were purchased out of pocket, I used
money from my work as a Graduate Teaching Associate to fund my purchases. Much was also
provided to by Film Operations through my enrollment in the Entrepreneurial Digital Cinema
M.F.A. I received support in the form of facility usage and rented equipment. Following is an
approximate breakdown of costs associated with the creation of the body of work.
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Figure 13: Approximate Budget for the creation of the body of work.
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APPENDIX A: SCREENING LIST
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Screening List
Narrative
Greetings from Africa Dir. Cheryl Dunye (1996)
-

A short film about a woman named Cheryl who is navigating the strange world of dating
as a lesbian in the ‘90s.

Mirror Dir. Andrei Tarkovsky (1975)
-

A dying man recalls different memories from his life, pairing them with historic Soviet
happenings.

Stalker Dir. Andrei Tarkovky (1979)
-

A stalker guides two men, from an unnamed city, through the Zone, to an area that will
grant their greatest desires.

Killer of Sheep Dir. Charles Burnett (1978)
-

Vignettes from the life of Stan, a slaughterhouse worker, and his family as they struggle
to get by.

What Time Is It There Dir. Tsai Ming Liang (2001)
-

The story of the lives of a street vendor and young woman, whose lives are connected
by a watch.
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Cleo from 5 to 7 Dir. Agnes Varda (1962)
-

Cleo goes through several existential crises while waiting for the results of a medical
exam that everyone is telling her she’s overthinking.

Post Tenebras Lux Dir. Carlos Reygada (2012)
-

Vignettes from Juan’s crumbling life.

The Color of Pomegranates Dir. Sergei Parajanov (1969)
-

An expressionistic biopic of the revered Armenian poet, Sayat Nova.

Stranger Than Paradise Dir. Jim Jarmusch (1984)
-

Moments from the aimless lives of Willie, a Hungarian hipster living in New York, his
cousin Eva, and his friend Eddie.
Documentary

From the East Dir. Chantal Ackerman (1993)
-

A documentary comprised of shots filmed across Eastern Europe after the fall of the
Soviet Union.

Cameraperson Dir. Kirsten Johnson (2016)
-

A memoir comprised of personal and professional footage shot by cinematographer and
director Kirsten Johnson.
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Essay Film
As I Was Moving Ahead Occasionally, I Saw Brief Glimpses of Beauty Dir. Jonas Mekas (2000)
-

A personal narrative created by weaving together 30 years’ worth of the director’s
private footage.

Sans Soleil Dir. Chris Marker
-

A woman recounts letters received from a friend and traveler.

Confederation Park Dir. Bill Brown (1999)
-

A film about the relationship between people and location.

I Am A Sex Addict Dir. Caveh Zahedi (2005)
-

A frank film about the director’s obsession with sex workers and the effects that
obsession has had on his relationships.

News from Home Dir. Chantal Ackerman (1977)
-

Images of New York city in the 70s accompanied by the reading of letters from the
director’s mother, who lives in Belgium.

Experimental
La Chambre Dir. Chantal Ackerman (1972)
-

A still life video of the director’s apartment.
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The Girl Chewing Gum Dir. John Smith (1976)
-

Footage of the streets of London with accompanying voice over that gives the
impression of direction.
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APPENDIX B: JAMMER SCREENPLAY
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